CASE STUDY: LIED ANIMAL SHELTER
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1. viewing area
2. acquaintance room
3. indoor kennels
4. outdoor kennels
5. service space
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SKYLIGHTS
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LAMPS
PASSIVE SOLAR SYSTEM
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NATURAL VENTILATION
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XERISCAPE
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PLEASE ADOPT

ADOPTION PRICES:

* PUPPIES 6 MO & UNDER... $150
* ALL SMALL BREEDS ...... $150
* MEDIUM OR LARGE BREEDS $100

ADOPTION INCLUDES:

* SPAY OR NEUTER (IS A MUST!!!)
* SHOTS
* MICROCHIP
* SENIOR DISCOUNT
  60 yrs & OLDER - $50 OFF

ADOPT:

LEAVE THE CAGE
REMEMBER:
MUST TO WALK
MUST PHYSICAL
IF RENTING, MUST HAVE LANDLORD RLY #
NO UNRES.
CHILDREN
NO SMOKE
WE DO ANIMAL
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